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The Economy This Week!
With the collapse of the US-based investment bank, the Silicon Valley Bank and the Signature Bank, the

fragility of the non-regulated banking system is once again at the forefront. Finance today is global and

deeply interconnected. That’s why the SVB collapse is not only going to affect the US tech start-ups, but

Indian start-ups as well. One lesson here for everyone is to secure our own public banks, to protect the

interest of our citizens. Interestingly, enthusiasm for public banking has been building in the U.S. as

people confront intertwined social, economic and environmental crises. 

Meanwhile, the beginning of this year seems to be marred by financial frauds and crises, of all scales.

Even after over a month of the damning Hindenburg report, the government has not set up any

committee to probe the allegations against the Adani Group. It seems to be relying on the stock market

regulator SEBI to investigate this. The investigations of financial fraud in our country is another saga, that

seldom reaches its logical conclusion. 

Did you ever wonder where did your LPG subsidy go? We investigate in the latest episode of the Money

Trail. 

-Team CFA

Will India Learn a
Lesson from the US
Private Banks
Collapse?
Silicon Valley Bank which was one
of the biggest banks in the US
collapsed, followed by Signature
Bank. Now Moody’s Investor
Service has placed First Republic
Bank, Western Alliance Bank
Corp, Intrust Financial Corp, UMB
Financial Corp, Zion Bank Corp
and Comerica Inc. for a review to
downgrade them because of their
reliance on uninsured deposit
funding. Read more.

Who is scared of
investigations?
Every time when financial fraud is
exposed, the immediate follow-up
stories are on its effect on the
stock market and if there is an
impact, then the furore is to save
the shares from crashing further. In
the recent Adani episode also, the
Supreme court while ordering a
time-bound investigation—a two
months time frame—the focus was
on finding out the manipulation of
stock prices (if any). 
Read more.

একিট কিমক বই

চা-জলখাবার সেরাবেরর তীের এক িবশাল
অন�ুােনর আেয়াজন হেয়েছ। িজ-টুেয়ি�র
(গ�াং অফ টুেয়ি�) উৎকৃ� মােনর এই বািষ�ক
সে�লেনর জাকঁজমক ও আড়�েরর সা�ী

হেত রা�েনতা ও আ�জ� ািতক

সংবাদমাধ�েমর �িতিনিধরা এক জায়গায়

জেড়া হেয়েছন। গ�াং অফ টুেয়ি�র
�িত�িত ও কম��মতায় দরূদিশ�তার
অভােবর িব�ে� �দেশর িবিভ� জায়গা �থেক
এর �িতেরােধর জন� অন�ুান�েলর বাইের
এক �িতবাদ কম�সূিচর আেয়াজন করা
হেয়েছ। Read more.

Raise awareness for a
Just Tax System 
The top 1% in India has almost
60% of private individual wealth.
Yet whenever we ask for more
spending on health, pension or
education for the poor, we are told
there are not enough resources.
But why don't we just TAX the
super rich, as is being done in
several other countries?

Support us in this campaign!!
Contribute to the campaign!! 

Pocket Money

Briefs on what they kept from you
about your money this week.

A weekly digest from the National
Finance team.

Read more.

The LPG subsidy has almost ended. Story of how they stole it | THE MONEY TRAIL

Why Banks need Environmental and Social safeguards for loans
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